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Introduction -
This report will smarize all reseach activity 
supported in whole or in part by grant NGL 40-002-C12, 
Properties and Application of Solid State Materials at 
Sub-Millimeter Frequencies, during the entire grant period, 
November 1966 through June 1973. This research is sub- 
divide : 'nto five major areas: early far infrared Fourier 
bpectroscopy; studies of the antiferromagnet'd resonance line 
in MnF2 at millimeter wavelengths; numerical solution of the 
equations of motion of a general two-sublattice antiferromagnet; 
later Fourier spectroscopy: study of antiferromagnetic 
resonance line in NiO powder, resonance investigations of 
several indium thisospinels at millimeter wavelengths. 
1. Early Far-Infrared Fcurier Spectroscopy 
Much of the early work carried out under this grant was 
concerned with the installation of a commercial far-infrared 
Fourier spectrometer system and subsequent modifications to 
increase its capabi1.ities. 
(roughly 18 months into the grant period), the system could 
After this work was completed 
provide both transmission and reflection spectra of better 
than 1 cm-1 resolution in the region 10 to 500 cm". The 
system employed a cooled. germanim bolometer and required 
the use of a large digital computer to Fourier transform 
the -aw data. 
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This system was replaced in 1971 with d state-of-the- 
art Fourier spectrometer which outperforms the original system 
by a wide margin (see Section 4); however, some useful 
information was obtained from the original system. Its cperation 
was checked by observing known antiferromagnetic absorption 
lines in NiO and MnF2, and previously unobserved spectra were 
obtained for NiC12 and the spinels NiFe204, MnCr2O4, 
MnCr2S4, CoCr2S4, FeCr2S4. 
These latter compounds have either antiferromagnetic or 
ferrimagnetic properties, but did not exhibit exchange resonances 
in the far infrared. If present at all, these lines were 
masked by numerous vibrational modes. The strength of these 
azsorpticns probably precludes the use of these materials in 
transmission-tjpe submillimeter devices. 
2. Antiferromagnetic Resonence in MnF2 at Millimeter Wavelengths 
~ ~~~ ~~. 
A detailed experimental and theoretical study of the 
antiferromagnetic resonance fifmr) linewidth in MnF2 has been 
carried out. 
Experimental investigatjms included studies of the shape, 
size, and frequency dependenze of the millimeter wave afmr 
ia MnF2 at 4.2 K with frequexies ranging from 140 to 305 GHz 
and magnetic field applied along the symmetry axis. 
of varlous sample configurztions showed that the clearest 
A study 
resonanez effects were observed for the case of a very thin 
sample which filled the crc,s-section of the waveguide. From 
both reflection and transmiss<.on measurements it was found that 
the sample thickness should be less than about XO/SE~/~ In order 
that prop?; tion effc.zts be minimized. 
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Expereimental measurements of transmission through 
slabs of MnF2 show that the results do not depend on whether 
the magnetic field (applied along the symmetry axis) is 
parallel on perpendicular to the prapagation direction. 
Except at frequencies very far removed (50%) from the zero- 
field resonance frequency, the linewidth was found to be 
independent of freqtency. 
Theoretical investigations include computerized 
calculation of the r.f. susceptibilities of MnF2 based on 
the usual phenomenological molecular field theory. In addition, 
solutions were obtained for propagation through a slab of 
saturated, uniaxial magnetic material of both a plane wave 
with longitudinal applied magnetic field and for the actrial 
modes in a waveguide with transverse magnetic field. These 
analyses were then combined with the calculated susceptibilities 
to yield computer-generated curves of the reflection from and 
transmission through an MnF2 single crystal as a function of 
both frequency and magnetic field. 
The results of these calculations, when compared with 
experimental data, show that the lintshape, linewidth, and 
amount of absorption can be described eccurately, within 
experimental error, by a molecular field based calculation 
of the susceptibilities with a single adjustable parameter 
describing relaxation effects. 
much better agreement with experimental results than does 
the commonly used plane-wave analysis, especially with regard 
to the amount of absorption. 
The waveguide analysis gives 
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The combined results of these experimental and theoretical 
studies lead to the following concluzions. The obscrved 
linewidth is describable by combined relaxation and dispersion 
effects and is not due to chemical or physical imperi'ections 
in the sample studied. A further conclusion is that previously 
reported values of afmr linewidths overestimate the intrinsic 
or relaxatim width by at least a factor of two because of 
dispersian effects in thick samples. For the same reason 
previous descriptions of the temoerature dependence of the 
linewidth are probably also in error. 
The effect of grain misorientation has also been studied. 
Such misorientation can cause either multiple resopances or 
line bro3dening or both. Further, it has been shown that 
dispersion effects can lead to very significant errors in 
linewidth measurements made at or very near (within a few 
percent of) the zero-field resonance frequency. 
The general technique L:ed could also be employed in the 
analysis of experimental results obtained in studies of other 
types of materials, e.g., ferrites and paramagnets. 
These results are further described in three publications 
which are appended to this report. 
3.  Nunerlcal Solution of the Equations of Motion of a Generil 
Two-Sublattice Antiferromagnet 
A general method has been developed for obtaining the 
solutions to the two-sublattice antiferromagnet equations of 
motion with arbitrary anisotropy and applied magnetic field. 
The equilibrium positions of the sublattice magnetizations 
were found by minimizir.g the free energy of the systfm. 
equations of motion were then linearize0 about these equilibrium 
The 
positions and were solved for resonant frequencies and 
natural modes. From these the susceptibility tensor for a 
single crystal was found. This tensor was then averaged 
over all applied field directions for a material with easy 
plane anisotropy, yielding the susceptibility tensor for an 
easy plane material in powdered or polycrystalline form. 
Such a material was shown to be highly anisotropic but very 
nearly reciprocal, The cub,‘.c anisotropy case was also 
examined, and the results obtained were compared with 
existing theoretical and experimental results of other 
investigators. 
the existing data and reveal more information about the resonant 
modes; i.e. linear or elliptical polarization of the mode, its 
orientation in space, ar.d its dependence on the parameters 
descibing the energy. 
The computer calculations agree well with 
4 .  Antiferromagnetic Resonance in NiO Powder 
Antiferromagnetic resonance was observed in NiO single 
crystals by several investigators in the early 1960’s; e.g. 
Kondoh (1960) and Sievers and Tinkham (1963). A number of 
other investigators have reported on the difficulty of obtaining 
NiO crystals of high purity and low defect concentration. It 
therefore seemed advisable to attempt to observe the anti- 
ferromagnetic resonance in powdered NiO which is commercial1:j 
available in high purity. 
part of this grant period using the Fourier spectrometer 
described in Section 1, but the attempt was unsuccessful. 
This study was reopened in late 1971 after our laboratory 
This was done during the early 
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obtained (from funds other than those provided by this grant) 
a Digilab FTS-14 Fourier spectrometer. This state-of-the-art 
instrument includes a rcinicomputer which Fourier transforms 
the raw data immediately after they are obtainee and controls 
the collection and display of data and spectra. Using the 
maximum instrument resolution of 0 . 4  cm-1 , the resonance line 
was obsenzd quite clearly in pow23red Ni0. Subsequently, thc 
temperature dependence of the location of the resonance line 
was studied. Results obtained agreed well with earlier single 
crystal data, and the temperature range over which resonance 
was observed was extended from 430'K to 470°K using Fourier 
techniques. This range was further extended up to very near 
the Ne&i temperature of 523'K using coherent millimeter wave 
energy and microwave techniques. The millimeter rescqance data 
provided a direct, independent determination of the Ne61 temperature 
which is in agreement with that reported by other researchers 
who measured specific heat and lattice dilation as functions of 
temperature. 
The powder resonance data can be fitted over the entire 
range of temperature T from O ° K  to 523'K with a Brillouin 
function for S = 1 and Ne81 temperature Tn of 523'K to the 0.6 
power. Near the Nee1 point, the resonant frequency varies as 
(Tn - T)*, indicating that the out of plane anisotropy constant 
varies as (Tn - T) near the Nee1 point. 
5 .  Resanance Investigations of Several Indium Thiospinels at 
Millimeter Wavelengths 
Studies of the magnetic susceptibilities of the Thiospinels 
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MIn2S4 ( = Mn, Ni, Fe, Co) and MnInCrSq have demonstrated the 
presence of antiferromagnetic interactions in these compounds. 
It was therefore felt that magnstic resonance studies might 
yield useful information about these materials. All of them 
have been so studied in powdered form with frequencies ranging 
frcIln 8 to 70 GHz and magnetic field intensities ranginu from 
zero field to about 25 K O e .  A variety of microwave spectro- 
meters have been employe? - some with cavities, some without. 
The existing susceptibility data for MnInCrS4 show a 
fairly well defined peak at 130k, indicating a transition to 
the antiferrcaagnetic state. The susceptibility data for 
the other materials are inconclusive ir that very few points 
were taken at low temperatures and the applied field may 
have been too high to allow parallel susceptibilities to be 
observed. The resonance data indicate the following: (a) 
MnIn2S4 and MnInCrS4 are strongly paramagnetic with g factors 
very close to 2 which are with experimental error, temperature 
independent from room temperature to below 77OK; ib) the 
resonance field decreases snroothly as temperature is lowered 
below about 40°K and 20°K for MnInCrS4 and MnInzS4, respectively, 
indicating the presence of magnetic phase transitions; (c) 
the dependence of resonant frequency on applied field intensity 
for both of these materials is nearly the same as that for an 
easy plane antiferromagnet; (d) MnIn2Sq exhibits a zero field 
resonance at lOGHz when frequency is swept. There is strong 
evidepce that MnInCrS4 exhibits a zero field resonance near 
15GHz, and experiments underway at present will locate this 
frequency more accurately if it is indeed observed as frequency 
i s  swept; (e) MInZSq (M = Ni, Fe, Co) have exhibited no 
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resonance whatsoever - even when a high sensitivity EPR 
spectror?eter was employed. 
Publications describing the work of this and the previous 
section are in preparation. Preprints will be forwarded as 
soon as they are available and are intended to be appended to 
this report. 
Three students have received Ph.D. degress under this 
program, and two others have received Sc.M. degrees and will 
shortly be receiving Ph.D. degrees. A list cf publicaticns 
arising from this program follows. 
to be appended to this report. 
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Jleasurements of the antiferromagnetic resonantx 
.{FJIR! in JInFt by Johnson and Sethercot' arid in 
(.R;O3 by Foner' have shown a large temperature- 
,xdc.pendent linewidth at low temperatures. 
This anomalous behavior led the author to investi- 
:A- those extrinsic factors which might aifect the 
;:t!asured value of the linewidth. AFMR nieasurcments 
r\zre nude on JInF, single crystals at 4.2'); as a func- 
*im of frequency. sample size and shape. 
In d e r  to understand more cle.ir!y the frequency and 
k c  eiiects n.1 ::h occur, a careful theoretical treatment 
~i the experimcntal situation was wried out. The 
-:s,!mlar ileld approsimation~.' was used to obtain the 
i +mieabilit\. tensor for a uniasid AFJI at O°K. An 
.:.!et sclution was then obtained for the propagation 
i I%.v, mode microwaves in a rectangular waveguide 
h w q h  a slab of transversely magnetized, magnetically 
;i ndropic material which completely fills the wave- 
+ .ide cross section, The combination of the computed 
v -weptibilities with this euct electrodynamic treat- 
# A X  enables one to carefully analyze experimental 
.\F!blRmeasurements were made on a variety of 
ti-:.pks of MnFS at frequenaes ranging from 100 to 
: 
i 
j +l.5 
' C;Iiz at 4.2OK. 
'' 1 EXPERIMERTAL CONSIDERATIONOS 
A. Sompler 
' 7 . \ l q i i n e s e  cii9uoride was chosen as the material to 
i . .  - ' :Akl because it conies very close to having the 
' 
1 Ibwsublattice uninxial AFM array of spins. MnFs 
i .  4 t r s  the advan:nges of being readily available in 
T k r n  of high-poriiy good-quality single crystals. 
' ,', . 4 '"more, itsS&I temperature (6iOR) issuiliciently 
i. 3 :IJL a t  liquid-helium teniperiture (4.2'R) its 
' 1:': propetties are close to those at absolute zero. 
i. ::xais were grown and oriented by Semi-elements, $ 1  
B. Spectrometer 
A millimeter wave spectrometer was designed and 
constructed. Due to the fact that AFIl's ~ a v e  a high 
spin density, AFMR absorption is sufficiently Lrge 
that a microwave cavity need not be used.' The spec- 
trometer (diagrammed in Fig. 1) was designed for 
both transmission and reflection measurements at fre- 
quencies ranging from 50 CHz to the highest frequency 
at which adequate microwave power was available 
(305 GHz). 
Several klystrons we:e u d .  Their output frequencies 
nnged from 50 to 102 GHz with typically B r n W  cw 
power. The klystron reflector voltages were mdulated 
at 1-4 liHz. Oversized waveguide (RG98) was wpd 
wherever possible to reduce transmission loses? A 
60-kOe I-in.-bore Linde superconducting solenoid pro- 
duced the required dc magnetic fields. 
C. Bumonic Gcnerntor 
The capability of pcrforniing measurements above 
100 GHz depends critically on the harmonic generator. 
The harmonic generator used in these experiments was 
designed and built by Rodgem* It  is of the cross-guide 
type, employing a tungsten cat's whisker to semi- 
conductor junction as the nonlinear element. The con- 
dition of the -vhisker point and crystal surface are 
critical for good operation. Several types of uptala 
were tried. Best operation was cbtained with an n-tjpe 
silicon crystal with a high-resistivity epitaxial layer and 
a bonded nickel contact backing. The operation 05 such 
a point-contact diode depends critically on the pressure 
of the junction contact, For best performance, such LI 
junction, when used A S  a hannonic generator, requires 
a somewhat higher contact pressure than when it k 
used as a detector. 
D. Dektor 
i d  i 3713 
Seven1 t,\-pes of detectors wen tried at the highest 
frequencies where the s ip i l  levels were very low. 
These included fixed-contaci crystal diodes, hot-wire 
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bolometers, a germanium bolometer, a Golay cell, and a 
"run-in" crystal detector'" similar in design and method 
of operation to the harnionic generator. In overall 
rib AI to noise the run-in point-contact diode proved 
. best at the highest frequewies. Due to loa-frequent? 
(<1 AKZ) Uystron and harmonic generator noise, the 
- germanium bolometer and Golay cell, athough they 
are intrinsically very sensitive, were not as effective 
as the run-in detector because they require low (20 Hz) 
modulation. 
I? should be pointed out that the cat's whisker- 
silicon diode, with proper contact, showed no degrada- 
tion in sensithit;; with increasing frequency, e\ ,n above 
300 (2%. Indeed, similar diodes have been used success- 
fully at 10.6 p." Fixed contact, commercially made 
detectors do >how a dear drop in sensitivity with 
increasing frquency. 
Estimated power levels at the detector end of the 
spectrometer were 1V \V or lws. The minimum detect- 
able power of the run-in detector was 10-l'W)-ll IV. 
Typical output of the detector was 2pV with 300-nV 
noise voltage in a 1-Hz bandwidth. Figure 2 shows a 
typical good esperimental trace of transmission through 
a O.OO25-in. slab filling the waveguide cross section. 
E. Experimental Errors 
The experimental error in these measurements was 
&lS% on bot$ the width and ui,iount of absorption. 
These errors resulted primarily from internal reflection 
phenomena in the waveguide apparatus, from the low 
signal-to-noise ratio, from uncertninty in the simple 
thickness and from the difficulty of fitting the ~ m p k  
exactly into the waveguiLe croas section. 
s! Fro. 1. Schematic diagram oi  experimental apparatus. 
m. RESULTS 
A. Experimental Results 
The AFMR in MnFZ was nieasured 3t frequencies 
ranging from 100 to 305 GHz at 4.2');. Various arrange- 
ments of the sample in the waveguide were tried. Bcs! 
experimental results were obtained for very thin pln:i-s 
which filled the cross section of the waveguide (Fig. 1 . 
Other xtmple configurations give results which are vu! 
dificult to interpret. Samples much thicker than O.crll 
in. showed strong dispersion effects and often g:ivc 
severe naection phenomena ia association with the 
'00 
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FIG. 3. Cornprison of reflected and 
trinsmittrd po\vers at 220 CHz. Sote 
chat transmitted line is wider en the 
hi&-kld side, reflected line on the low- 
held side. Thickness is 0.0025 in. . 
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waveguide components leading tu standing waves. Due 
to ;he fragility and deliquexznce of %F2 crystals, 
preparation of samples less thm 0.002-in. thick is very 
dificult. Typica! measure6 transmission linewidths'2 
nerc 72i3-16G Oe for a 0.OOZj-in. sample (see below). 
In the best crystals the lineridths were nearly independ- 
ent of frequency escept at very high fields a 1 at fpe- 
quencics very near the zero-field resonance frequer.cy, 
The shape of the resonance was clearly asymmetric, as 
reported by Johnson and XethercQt? 
The energy refl-cted from the saniple eshibits reso- 
cint behavior (Fig. 3). The refltcted line is asymmetric. 
dso, but has :he opposite asymmetry from the trans- 
riittedline. Theminima of the reflected and transmitted 
lines may occur at slightly different values of the applied 
kid. Measurements at high applied magnetic fields 
-bowed increased linewidth. This effect is almost 
rcrtainly due to small amounts of grain misorientation in 
:!x crystals.' I t  suggests that high nlagnetic field 
vwnance measurements s h d d  be made only on 0.5 
zero-field resonance frequency, however, very strong 
asymmetries were observed (Fig. 4). This effect is 
predicted by the theory and is due to a combination of 
dispersive eifects and the overlap of the resonance on 
the othe: branch. A resonance measurement taken 
esacily at zero field will be substantially broadened 
compared to one taken at some significant applied field, 
although this field nuy be small compared LO the critical 
'lela. 
Experimental data taken in the rourse of this e*- 
ment show that the resonance linewidth is a strong 
function of the sample thickness. This effect was very 
difficult to measure quantitatively because of the. 
ditiiculties in sample preparation and because of the 
fact that complzs propqption etTe:ts were observed in 
measurements on thicker samples. The thick samples, 
in conjlin :tion with waveguide component disconti- 
nuities, prodwxd standing waves in the spectrometer. 
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It was dear nonetheless that thick samples (0.005- 
0.010 in.) showed linewidths a factor of two or more 
g-catu than those seen in 0.002-in. samples. 
B. Theoreticsl Rnultr 
In order to verify the wfulness of the exact electro- 
dynamic waveguide solution described above, a similar 
calculation was perfornita in a plane wave approxima- 
tion." In Fig. 5 experimental results a n  compared with 
theoretical predictionJ of the plane wave approxia Ation 
.nd d the exact waveguide dation. In both cam, the 
width is an edjustable parameter but the bhPpe and 
magnitude come directly from the theory. Only me 
djustabl: parameter is used, a parameter describing 
dmple Gilbert damping? The results of the plane wave 
calculation do not compare well with experimental data 
quantitatively, even though qualitativdy they do give 
the shape of the monance fairly well. Although it 
would not be difficult to adjust the magnitude of the 
plane wave results so that the fit with experimental 
data would be better; to do so serves no useful purposc. 
(If the magnitude acre increased, the relaxation w dth 
lou parameter would have to b decreased.) 
The lack uf agreement between experiment and the 
phne wave calculation might seem surprising since an 
oversized waveguide was used. The waveguide was, 
however, not so far ovcnited ths+ p h e  wilvcs at normal 
incidence are a good reprerentation of the actual moda 
apccciilly inside the mngnetic medium. 
Qn the other hand it is clear that the ruults of the 
mwguidc solution (Fig. 5) fit the experimental data 
quite well both with respect to shape and magnitude. 
The experimental curve shown ia the everage of several 
runs. The theoretical results clearly reflect both I!' 
change in the direction of the asymmetry r i h  br.im?. 
and the larger asymmetry found near the zero-fir'i! 
resonance. 
Figure 5 shows a measured tranw'4on width 0: 
150 Oe. On the low-field (narro-. ,f the line. ?!x 
(wide) side of the line the hal' R !tt. is approiinrard: 
100 Oe. Figure 6 indicates the redtion between th i  
real or dispersive part of the susceptibility and t!x 
high-field b d e n i n g  of the line. Calculations s h o ~  tn.:: 
an km,.a in sample thickness affects the hiph-tid 
(wide) side much mon than the low-field side. ik: 
indicating that thi thickness broadening is prirnsrii! 
dispersive in nature and b not due to 3 simple saturation 
effect. 
The agrcenmt between theory r;nd eqcrimcnt is not 
as good on the win@ of the resonance as it is hear the 
center. This is to be expected since dispnion is n : ~  
important on the wings and would be very se&tiw 
any nonpatallelh or irrcgularhks in the sample shJp 
C. W8ct of 8unph Thickseas Qn Linewidth 
As dauribed in above, thicL samples showed I&- 
stantially greater linewidths than did tnin S ~ I X F ~ L . .  
Theoretical calculationi (shown in Fiy. ?) indliate !P .L;  
the 0bsen.d tinewidth depends vtry strongly on 1 : : ~  
sample thkknejs. Furthermore this broadening 'A .L- 
seen to bc p r h d y  dispersive in oriqin rather th.Lq 
cowed by Y saturation effect. Earlier me~surements 03 
?+In&* "otf made UI samples whose thickness *;IS nc.tr 
to b/4(*)Is (Ao h the free-rpce wavelength and a is t!;- 
diel*ttic coartmt.) Those experiments gave linenid;:> 
half-width is approximately 3, 1 the high-i:t!i! 
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c a r  to 300 Oe. The present measurements on samplm 
roughly L,8(c)' gave linewidths of about 150 Oe. 
I.:xtrapolation of thiASe data by means of current the- 
oreticill treatment It.;tds to the conclusion that extremely 
ihin snniplrs, sa! XO '20(r)*, '?  thick or less wa)uld show a 
iiidth of about 90 Oe. This v;iluz cf 90 Oe is consistent 
with the theoretical-to-e\-perimerltal fit shown in Fig. 5. 
is clear therefore that .W.\lR linewidth measuremcnts 
ni;rdt on thick samples will yield data which may be 
3igI11\. inaccurate utiless this size effect is taken into 
mount 
Fven this 90-Oe width is substantially larger than 
that predicted by spin wave relasation processes 
I -1  Oe) 1' and so might be eqxcted to be due to some 
inhomogeneities. On the other hand, although a simpIe 
Ir*olecular field theoretic relasation process was used 
(he esperimentai data fits the theory well under 
u:iriety of circurnstanccs. The residual width did net 
n ry  significantly from sample to sample. I would thus 
t:c.Jtit-. ; to conclude that the residuai width is not d. c 
o re1asa:ion processes Aithout a careful Ftudy of the 
eniperature dependence of the width. Reports of the 
empr~ture dependence of the linewidth of both MnF4 
md CriOj- show that the linewidth is independent of 
emperature at low temperature. Ths is not to be 
:specred on theoretical grounJs'' since the thermal 
l i s w  'ering of the niagnetic system would presumably 
ncreise ihr variation in eflective fields through the 
.ilmple. In light of the size effect discus& above, it is 
ikeiy that what was observed in those esperiments was 
3 dispersion width which was independent of tempra- 
:ire. Only when the intrinsic width increased with 
emperazure to the point where it escetdrd the disper- 
ion width was a temperature variation observed. 
R 
Accurate experimental values of the temperature de- 
pendence of the linewidth in these nirtte-i 11s must await 
cqwiniental nicnsurements on very thin samples. 
Ti.,est- measuremer.ts must he combined with a theo- 
retical analysis based on both temperature dependent 
values of the rf susceptibility and an accurate electro- 
dynamic treatment such as used here. Such measure- 
ments are now being planned. 
N. CONCLVSIONS 
By combining measurements of the effects of fre- 
quency, sample size and shape for the .4FJIR linewidth 
of lIn& with a careful, complete calculstion of the 
microwave propagation probleni it has b,en found that 
resonance measurements made on snmples thicker than 
ir/lWt)'B will show strong dispersive b7oadening. This 
broadening can be accounted for by a careful ralcula- 
tioq. A residual width of 90-130 Oe is foiind. This width 
is probably not due to crystalline imperfections since it 
has been observed in several samples. This residual 
width is nearly independent of frequency. Theoretical 
explanations ot !he source of this width must await 
further investigations especially of its temperature 
dependence. 
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Correspondence - 
Microwave FiopPrties .f a Rec- 
tangular Waveguide S m i -  
Infmitely Filled aith 
Magnetic Material 
Abshuct-An infinite, lossless, rectan- 
gu&r waveguide semi-infinitely filled with a 
hnsverse!y magnetized magnetic material 
b discussed. With the limitation that only 
TE, modes are incident, an analytic solu- 
tion for the transmitted and reflected ener- 
gies is presented. Numerical computations 
near resonance are presented both for a 
ferrite md #n easy-axis antiferromagnet. 
Many micruwave measuremen's and de- 
vices using magnetic materials require an 
analysis d wave propacation in partially 
filkd waveguides. (General treatments an? 
references to this whole area are presciited 
in [I] and 12j). Man); authors haw treated 
such problems. Of special importance is the 
wwk of Seavey and Tannenwald [3[. 
Epstein [*I, and Kojenbaum [j]. Only a 
limited class of problems in this area can be 
ireaced analytically il!. This correyondence 
presents such an analytic treatrneni for a 
mtangulzr waveguide semi-intinitel,  led 
with traiisverdy maslietized mrterial. .Ai- 
though semi-illfinite fitled wabquides h.1r.e 
little practical applic.ition, it niay be an ac. 
ce,Jtahle approxiilia!ion IO some physical 
cscs and ,he techniques h w -  <:i~ hr 
extended to wavyiidri hllrd over .I finite 
length. The problem of propnqition in a 
semi-infinitely filled co.iuid line h.u been 
mated by Brodwin and .\ltllcr 161 u4ng the 
same approach. 
;ri this corre3pc4idrnce, the TE.. inodes 
in en.pty and filled wavquide are niatchcd 
at a plane bou.idnry. A kctiera1 mntris 
equation ia dcrketi. A n  sipprchnAtc riutner- 
i d  inverkm of this n u t r i x  equation is per- 
formd for the c.1-s of a sirnplc ferromagnet 
and fur a ui:iaxiclI antiferromagnet in the 
vicinity of the resonan-. 
Specifically we shall consider the probkm 
of an infir:ite, loss!ess, rectangihr wave- 
guide 01 -rating only i n  TE, moaes a t k h  
is Semi-infinitely filled with magnetic ma- 
terial. The niaterial is taken to be uniformly 
magnetized by a dc magnetic field applied 
normal to the brozd wall of the waveguide 
(y direction). The boundary (at z = O )  be- 
t w e n  the empty and filled reyiox is taken 
t G  be a plane norind to the prqugation 
( z )  direction. Even if cnly one TE, mode is 
incident. we must assume that all TE, 
modes are generated at the interface if we 
are to satisfy the boundary conditions. 
The TE, modzs of amplitude -4, in an 
empty ~7veg.iide of wiac dimension a and 
narrow dimension u 0  c:.n be writtev, as- 
suming zxp(jw;; time dependence 171. (The 
z coniponents do not enter into the soltition 
and are thus not written down.) 
e.' = e,* = 0 
t,* - d. sin (m) ezp 
11". = 0 
I I , ~  = T & / w p , ) ~ .  sin (nz) ev (T jAx) 
(1) 
where 
The response of a magnetic material to 
RF magnetic fields must be described by o 
tensor permeability which in the present 
circurn:.tance is taken to have the Polder 
form 
l + x  - jc  0 
v = 4 + P [ ;  0 1 1 i . x  0 j d 3 ,  
Usiilg p in Xlaxwell's eqcationa one tinds for 
the TE, :nodes in a filled waveguide [ I !  -1.31 
r: = e,.. = 0 
e,* * A. siri (RP) exp (T jy . : !  
h," - 0 (4) 
it,* (Tt7.A. ?;*. (no) - cm (m)l cxp (i j w )  
where 
t - (dolh'dt 
n = l + x  
k f f  - (z1' - 4/&. 
It is nea.,s,.ry to consider three inde- 
pendent u'dves. incident, reflected. ad 
tnwmitted. The incident iyave i,. r.1 coure. 
known ,nd the transmitted wave is esen- 
tially immeasurable so we cal:ulaie orliy the 
reflected p-mer. Of pxticular interc,t is the 
reflected pc~wtr as the magnetic material 
paws through morance. 
The relevant boinda. ; ccndit'sr., ZIT 
that the tangential electric and mawetic 
fields be continuous across i.*e boundary 
between the ernpa- and tilled regions. Thus, 
a t  r=O 
8- -I tnri - ems (54 
hw + Lth 9 h e w .  (jb) 
lye consider the general case of the :- -
cident wave being made up of all T L  
modes; the reflected and traismitted u'.:ws 
would contain all TE.. m r d a  evcii if  the 
incident wan: did not. The incident. re- 
flected. and transmitted electric and mag- 
retic fields can be written. with amplitudes 
I.., Re, and T., respectively, 
t D l  = C I ,  <n \ r t )  ssp (-j?,:) 
id = - C g.1, sin (n) exp ( - jBr:) 
. 
, 
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Tllere B 110 1n)und.zry corditbn on the &,'s 
w they do iwt etiitr inti) the equations. If 
U'P place (6) iiito (Si) and (Sb) md operate 
on all eqiratbils with 
F a  tbc =kc d mathematical mwnhnce 
-2 eliminate the R.3 from (Sa) and (b). 
Tbm UT haw a :et d equations to be solved 
fa the r.'q a - 1.2, - - - .A'. where K io tn 
be cbosen by a p x u s  d trial and error. 
(See below for igniftcaKlc d choosing dif- 
fmat \due5 d N.) 
ZtJJr = c i% + GG + h,KJcII;. (10) 
Tbis has tbc general f a m  d the matrn 
eqlk.- 011 
b- (JW+D)t (1 1) 
..bcrr b b the input vector, D is a dugolvl 
matrix. and I is the vector of transmission 
amplitlroes. The antisymmetric matrix Y 
daes not converge, rather the elcment 
M,,l i y  xkba-t bound ad I ib 
crcasa. X onctheksJ. in pmcticc i n m k  d 
(10) is possibk for any desired S. Xote 
that II is singular for N odd rn that this 
CIS should be avoided sina Dbuannpkr 
tk!k\rior near rcdoMlyc 
It b m required to akulate the RF 
wnpcibilities d the magntic material to 
kcolrsiderrd . \Ye shall treat two cases: a 
dmpk ferromagnetic insulator* and an 
asy-axis antiferromagnet, including loss 
fa each case. Tbe swxptibiiit) calculation 
fa the kmnnagnct is straightforward [lo]. 
\Ye employ the Gilbert' form of introducing 
bu into the quatiom d motion, and find 
fa the elcmnt d the permeability tensor 
x = Gr+ + f ) / 2  
where MI i5 the b Ak magnetization and aH 
is the resonance linewidth. The remnant 
mndition is where y t 2 . 8  MHz/ac. 
For an antiferromagnet the susceptibility 
calculation is comerhat inore complicated 
Ill]. We consider the rimpk case rf an easy- 
it,,,,,,, IU IO 113 11.4 11.5 11.6 11.7 11.8 
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axis antiferromagnet with the ruy axis 
aligned with the applkd 6dd. Fdbwing tbc 
technique d Helkr et al. 1121, m find 
Z.=&,,l, that is only a TEII mode incident. 
we find that v h d f y  dl the refkacd and 
transmitted energy is contained in tbe TEtr 
whem (12) still hnfAe and R is the an& 
trow constant. The rcsonant condition is 
u-?(H,fHd where He deynds on the 
mtrrhl $0 be considered. \\e shail treat 
3tnF:at OOK rhm H.193 k-oc. Xote that 
thcrrare two branches d the rc10m. 
Thus, for a given applied kid, R*)MJMX 
occurs at two frequencies u=.r(H,+Hd 
(uppr branch) and U57(H#-&) (bwtf 
Inserting the appropriate valuer d x. K, 
and Z,, into (la), w can obtain tbe solution 
for any desired number d modes. After 
cidving for the Tm's, (84 tasily yidds the 
R.'s. k mentioned Won dl does u t  c ~ a  
nrls, but upoa rOl* (101 far thr OII 
branch). 
modes. Tbc enrrgy contained in maden 
higher than the incident mode b m m  
but d insignificant ,magnitude. Tbc ~ C U -  
htion was c a d  out on a computer for the 
first four a d  fa the hrrt ten modes. Xo 
ignibcant dilkrrnar wem obemd Iff the 
twoouII. 
Fig. 1 skon tbe rrikctcd power for t'& 
fermnagmk case rad Fig. 2 for the anti- 
lmomagnetiraa. 
Shih, akhugh more complicated, 
tecbnkpm m y  be applied to the W k m  d 
a finite hya d magnetic material filling the 
u3u raion d the waveguide and otha 
h i l a r  Tbe raultr d them 
i u ~ ~ ~ w i l l  be pnrntd L a  later p o p  114. 
+w rrrr0P.s. h. 1. 
Design Tab:& far I clur of 
Optimum Microwave 
Bandstop Filters 
-Element rake t a b h  f a  o p  
t i m m n ~ v e b r n d s i o p d l t t n ~  
dqslutm-mve weed shunt open-dfcaited 
rrJIrrcgiven. Botb the atpbr and the con- e rndt clemmts contribute to the 
attsauatim -. The tables give e b  
ment r.hrcr for 0.01 dB, 0.10 dB, .rrd 0.2s 
dB rippk Chcbyhr daigns with up to 
twenty-thnc elcmmts, md for bandwidths 
An important class of microwave band- 
atop bltm (dten used .u pseudo lov-parr 
bltera) that a n  be realized usin3 striplin 
rtructurr is shown in Fig. 1. Several 
authors \11-[4] have given exact design 
procedum for b l tm  of this form. Thee 
design Ppoadiires start with the transmis- 
aion line quivaknt  3f tlic low-pas biter of 
rne arJcr (whew rn is the n u n i k  d L-C 
stub-typ elements) in tantkm with rn - t 
unit eknmt. ol the raaie characlmirtic 
k m  30w t  M d 1% pmmt. 
impdance AS the load. and t!ien utilize In this corrcsplndence tables of tior- 
Kuroda's identities tn obtain the desired malized characteri3tic admittance v.tlivs 
netwnrk of Fig. 1. \\'ith the abow deign ( C a d  u) am presented IS] for uoubly !er- 
mthcld the unit elements w e  redtindant, minated Chebyshev filtersol the lorn1 shvwii 
and their filtering propcrtk are nut utilized. in Fig. 1. The tables were obtained by S ~ I I -  
Several autkrs [SI. [a] h a w  given the thesL starting from the low-p~ss gain func- 
p r d u r e  for constructing optimum inser- tions (SI 
tion loss functioni which Can be realid by  a 
network cMsisting d unit ekmcnts and 
stubs. Horton and \Ventel (5 1. [ I  1 have mm- 
pared the utility d unit elements with those 
d stubs in the case of doubly terminated 
filter netwarlo, and have found that far 
badstop filters with ride stopbands, unit 
ekmenrs are nearly as effective 8s stubs. By 
i m t i n g  th unit ekments in the de- 
slgs ugnificjntly steeper attenuation char- 
acteristics can be obtained for the same 
number of stubs than is possible for h l t a  
designed with d u n d a n t  unit elements. 
Also, a s p c i & d  filter characteristic a n  be 
obtained in a more compdct configuration if 
tbe utn-ork is deigned by the optimum 
mrrhod. 
To illustrate the advantages of tbc opti- 
mum design approach, the attenuatioa 
characteristic d an optimum O . l d B  rippk 
L v ~ t u b  bandstop hltcr of 120 pcmnt band- 
width is m m p a d  in Fig. 2 with a h-tub 
redundant unit-ekmnt design. If it is re- 
d 6  rippk bandstop filter be deigned with a 
Qwtraiat that the 30dB bandwidth k 
g r a t a  than 100 percent, then a filter with 
but fm stubs (and four unit elements) is 
su&r;mt iI the optimum &in ia 4. If 
tbc r e d u d n t  metbad b u d .  t k n  at kast 
eight atubs (and seven unit elements) rwid 
b. required, and the atripiinc filter would k 
dmat&nhkinkngth. 
q u i d  that the 120 W n t  bandr-idth 0.1- 
W h  
S =fl =jtan(rf/2ft), the &!urds' trans- 
form variable 
/ iadfrequcncy 
s* -A =jtan(rf./2fr) is the prototype 
fa ia the frequency for which the lines arc 
- a quarter wab-kngth long 
cuta[i frequency 
a = ( l W * - l ) ~ ~ i s  rbcrippiefattar 
t=p;rssbad ripple valrr in dB 
m is the number d stubs 
T. a d  U, are the Chebyshev poly- 
nomiab d the first and second kind. 
mpeaivdy. 
Although the synthesis can be acmm- 
plished using conventional techniques in the 
S variabk of (1). the synthesis was actually 
performed in the transformed n r u b l e  
W=dFm dexrihd in Hortm and 
WenztI (51 using techniques similar to those 
presented in Bingham [a]. The transfarmxi 
variabk w used to aikviate a computer 
numerical accuracy poMcm for dlms  with 
In computing ekmcnt values, the S. 
parameter d (1) was chosen to give the de- 
sired p m n t i g c  badwidth by the d a t i o n  
many sections. 
&-m-ja((2-x>*/rt 
d K n  
(a) 
IMictrowave Properties of Slabs of Uniformly 
Magnetized Material filling the Cross 
Section of a Rectangular Waveguide 
Operating in TEN* Modes 
dbsbeef-ne microwave proparties d a slab d u a i f d  
nugnetized material filling the cross section of an infinite, W e s s  
recttngular waveguide operating only in TE.vo modes are discusd 
.rulytierlly. The material is assumed to have a scalar permittivity 
and a permeability describable by a teasor of the Polder fonn. A dc 
rrugactic held is applied normal to the broad w d  of the waveguide. 
Two cases are treated in detail. 1) The slab is placed against a metal 
s h e  w.U 2) The slab is ,laced with empt' waveguide on each 
He. A general analytical solution is obtainei for both cases. Xu- 
merid  values are ,omputed for MnF:, an tasy-axis antiferromagnet. 
ihe computed values for the second are compared with values 
ukut.kd on the bash of a ptanc-.Eave approrimation and witb 
expaimerltd data. ApQLicrtiont of the technique to expe&neoCli 
nmstuaneats are described. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
SPERINEXTAL measurements of the micro- 
wave properties of magnetic materials have E usually been analyzed by means of some electro- 
dynamic approximation to the actual experimental 
situation. For example, the waveguide modes may be 
approximated by plane waves or the effect of the sample 
may be treatcd as a perturbation on the usual wave- 
guide modcs [I], 121. Although such approximations 
are generally adequate to describe the qualitative 
aspects of the experimental data, good quantitative 
agreement between theory and experiment is difficult 
to obtain. There are, however, some experimentally 
practical situations which can be analyzed exactly 
[3)-(61. Two such situations will be discussed here. 
Consider first the general problem of a slab of mate- 
rial filling the cross section of a rectangular waveguide 
as diagramed in Fig. l(a). The following conditions 
are assumed: the waveguide is lossless and has a rec- 
tangular cross section with tvidtt. twice its height; the 
dab is plane-parallel and completely fills the waveguide 
cross section; the material has scalar'pcrmittivity and 
tensor permeability ol the Polder [3] form; thc material 
is uniformly magnetized by a dc magnetic field applied 
normal to the broad wall of the waveguide; all waves 
Manuscript received O c t e  8, 1969; reyiKd anunry 12, 1970. 
T.+ author was with .tn Physics Dcpartmcttt, Brown Uaiversity, 
n e ,  R 1. He b now with Bcll T-hone Laboratoriu, 
This work was suppqtcd by A S . \  Grant hGR 4 002-042. 
Prc 
Whippany, N. J. 07981. 
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consist only of TExo modes, that is, the RF electric 
fields have components ody along the direction of the 
applied field (the y direction) and the RF magnetic 
F *Ids have no y components. 
The problem of magnetic material in waveguides has 
a long and complex history. KO attempt will be made 
hen! to review that history since it is well covered in [t ] 
and [Z]. Referem [3k[16) cover rorne of the high- 
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lights. As early as 1953 [J], [ 5 ] ,  the waveguide modes in 
transversely magnetized niedia were known. The math- 
erratif AI complexitics associated with the air-magnetic 
materhl interface have hindered progress [lj]. -4s * d l  
be seen, the approach used here is somewhat different, 
although straightforward, from tha.t used by many 
previous authors. (See [6]  however.) i t  is hoped that 
this technique can be extended to other related prob- 
lems. 
I t  would be worthwhile to consider briefly the prob- 
lem of the semi-infinitcly filled waveguide [ I f ]  [Fig. 
l(b)]. The incident wave called I breaks up into waves 
3 and F, the reflected and transmitted waves. The 
mundary conditiotis are the usual ones-the tangential 
electric and magnetic fields are continuous across the 
boundary. In order to satisfy these boundary conditions 
(because of the form of the modes in the magnetic 
material) even if the incident wave is purely TEla, 
waves R and F must be assumed to consist of all TExo 
modes.' Thus, R and F must be represented as sums of 
an infinite number of TESO modes of the form appro- 
priate to the medium in question. This factor makes the 
solutiot of this problem enormously more difficult than 
the equivalent problem'for scalar media. I t  becomes 
clear, however, once the calculations are complete, that 
although the higher order modes are mathematically 
significant (that is. there is no mathematical conver- 
gence of the series of modes), they do not appreciably 
afFcet the numerical values of the solution. Sumerical 
results show that only a few higher order modes need be 
considered for good accuracy. I t  is physically reasonable 
to expect that since the modes of very high order are far 
beyond cutoff, they can have little physical effect. 
It is not necessary to consider higher order modes a t  
~1 boundary between a magnetic material and a m n -  
magnetic metal because the boundary conditicns are 
only on the electric field. 
Two experimentally practical arrangements will be 
heated ii. de* 7. 1) In  Fig. l(c), region 1 is empty and 
3 h filled -..h a nonmagnetic perfect conductor. 2) In 
Fig. l(d), both regions 1 and 3 are empty. A third 
problem of interest is that in which regions 1 and 3 are 
both filled with a perfect conductor. This problem of a 
blied rectangular cavity has *ken treated by several 
authors [d], 1191. The problem of a slab of magnetic 
mi terial partially filling a cavity has  not been solved 
minpktely. 
11. TItE WAVEGUIDE >IODES 
Tht 'ENO modes in a lossless rectangular waveguide 
eo ;plctely filled with transversely magnetized material 
in be written as follows.' (The h,'s do not enter into 
the solution and are thus not written down.) 
3" * A, sin HW enp (Tj7.x) (1) 
barn = (T(7.A. sin no - t.4. COS NV) esp ( 7 j y . z )  (2) 
rhere 
v P q / a  
r Et 1/WP/4ff 
t = (*/4(ddt 
y.' f o'pDUct1 - (n*/c)* 
)r = rr(1 + X I  
k f f =  [(I.+ XI' - K ' l / V  + x) 
u = broad dimension of the waveguide. 
The permeability tensor has the Polder form 
0 l + x  
All fields are assumed to have an exp(iot) time depen- 
dence. 
111. SLAB AGAINST A NETAL WALL 
The anaIysis of this problem is somewhat less com- 
plicated than that of a slab with empty waveguide on 
both sides and, therefore, \vi11 -be discussed first. The 
problem is diagramed in Fig. l(c). 
The applicable boundary conditions are 
e,' + 4. = 4' + e,a (44 
ks* + kf 5 kSc + ha*, (W 
4' + e,@ = 0, t = 0. (W 
t = - 1 
Since there are no boundary conditions on the h , 's, we 
do not consider them here. For the sake of generality, 
we shall assume that the incident wave I consists of all 
TENO modes with k n o w  amplitudes I,.. Use of (1) arid 
(2) along with similar expressions for the modes in 
empty nvaveguide [20] leads to the lollowin? expressions 
for the fields. 
e,* = 
h,' = - C gJ. sin 1110 exp ( - j ~ )  
cl. = 
hwn I: - C M, 
e,' - 
k.c 
I., sin mv exp (-j~.,z) 
a 
.) 
R, sin p e q  (+jB+) 
P 
40 erp (+jPfi) 
(5) F, sin R exp (-jy,s) 
r 
- C prey, sin rn + t COS R) erp (-M 
r 
= C C, sin m exp (+jw) 
8 
Aso - G,b, dn to - € cos n) exp (tjy8s) 
4 
I Scc Gutevirh 111, p. 193 ff. 
Se? Lumich [I I, ch. 9. 
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where reirdily ncconiplislird by means of the Gauss--Jordan 
eliiiiination tcc~itiicitic [?I  ] using n roiiipritcr if v:i!ues 
:or x aud K ;ire i1vailitl)le. The Chiss-Jordan tcchniclue 
with "pivotitiy" is very cllcctive tvlicii tlic iiiatric-es 
nearly singular. Oticc (1 1) lias Iwcn invcrtcd and values 
for the Fj Iinvc txer. obtaiiiecl, the ctlier required aiiipli- 
tudes can IC easily dcrivtd froiii (Sa) and (8c). Such 
solutions have becii obtaiaed and are discussed in de- 
tail in the following. 
11'. SLAB IS EMPTY U'AVEGL'IIIE 
This protlem is solved in a manner very similar to 
that in the previous section. The probleiii is diagramed 
in Fig. l(d). The ~vaves may be represented in the a i m  
manner as given in (3) wit11 the addition of the trans- 
mitted wave T. 
,T,: e &p)~oc( - ( t tr /a)" 
Y.' o'pwerr - (nr/u)' 
gi B i / ~ b  
The coefficients I,, R., Fi. and Gi are the aniplitudcs of 
the ith niode of the wave dcscrilxd in Fig. l(c). These 
expressions for tlic fields are to be iiiserted into the 
boundary conditions (4). It is convenient to introduce 
the operator Q.. such that 
which has the properties 
Q. sin = Wn- 
(7) 
Q.cosn.2 = 0, n = m 
= (2/r)[1 - (-l).+=]#zm/(n* - d), I # m 
et Maw 
Operation on the boundary condition equations (4) 
with Q. yields three sets of linear equations in the un- 
knowns R., F., and C. which are valid for all n. 
1. (+jB.,r) - R. exp (-jBJ! = .Fn C-V (+~YJ) 
(84 + G. exp (- jy.0 
- g.1. exp (+ jS.0 - gn exp (- j B 4  
= Fm(- 17. esp ( + j ~ n O  - E C JfaqFqexp (+j~4 (8b) 
+ CJY. e ~ p  (- jrJ) - E C M.F, ~ x p  (- ~ Y J I  
w 
F. + Ga = 0. (8c) 
If (8c) is used in (8a) and (8b), and if (sa) is then 
(9) 
added to (-l/g.) times (8b), use of the definition 
I.* - exp (t jr.0 f exp (- jy.9 
leads to the set of linear inhomogeneous equations 
9 
This equation can be written in the form 
when 
Pa i 21Jg.A) exp (+ jB.0 (12) 
(13) X N j  = JfmJj- + Sni(gJi- + f~iii')/€* 
The P.'s represent components of a known input vector. 
?'lie eferiier~t~ of 4Y.j arc I;fio\~it. If it is desired 00 
include the first L modes, then (11) represents a system 
ot L linear inhomogeneous equations in the I;  unknown 
amplitudes Fj. The solution of this Pet of equation8 is 
e,r = 
h,' a - 
T, sink clip (- jBlo) 
(14) 
1 
glTl sin f r  exp (- j&2). 
t 
The boundary conditions are (4a) and (4b) plus 
e,* = c#r + e.0 
(15) 
If we put the representations of the wave components 
(5 )  and (14) into the boundary conditions (15) and 
operate on all equations with Q. we obtain the following 
quations. 
1, e.rp (+ jl3.Q - - R. exp (- jB.4 
h.f = CF + AI0, = + 1. 
= 2 a ~ ~ p ( + j ~ J )  + Gexp(- j~ .O (16) 
(1 7) 
- G I .  exp (+ j6.0 - gaR. exp (yjB.0 
= - ~Y.[F. ezp (+j7.,0 - G. errp ( - j ~ a O ]  
- f c M R , [ F ,  exp (+ jYn + c, e* (- ivnl 
(I 
I .  
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The cwfficients R8 and T8 can be easily eliminated from 
(16) through (19), by multiplying (17) and (19) by 
(-l/g,,) and adding and subtracting (16) and (17) and 
(18) and (19). Then the four equarions, (16) through 
(19), reduce to two sets of equations in the Fa's and G,,'s. 
lvm = c.(F.#m + GaTa) + & ( F m q m  - c.78) 
(21) + JJnJcJFt + GJ + d * ( ~ ,  - cJ1 , 
0 c.@'.T. + G.4  - &,(F.r. - GmUJ 
- C Ma,tcJFa + GJ - (22) - ~ 3 1 -  , 
Let 
(23) 
R.=F.+C. 
B m  5 F. - Gas 
Addition and subtraction of (21) and (22) yields 
W s  = YsAs + 2 C Ma@, (24) 
W. = 2.B. + 2 .H,,caA, (25) 
where 
p. r: h ( 1  + X)kfr(c. + Y d S / k d 8 ]  
2 s  = ~ a ( 1 +  X)krt[dm + Y.C./P~#B~) (26) 
A = @&. 
Again, if L modes are to be considered, (24) and (25) 
constitute a set of 2L linear inhomogeneous equations 
in the 2L unknowns AS and B,. As in the previous case, 
these equations can be solved by Gauss-Jordan reduc- 
tion on a computer. The solutions for A, and B. yield 
values for F. and Cm via (23). These values for F. and 
G. may be used in (16) and (18) to obtain R. and T., 
rcspectively. The computed results of such solutions are 
discussed in the following. 
V. RF SUSCEPTIBILITIES 
Before numerical results can be obtained for either of 
these cases, values of the RF susceptibilities must be 
computed. Because some experimental data was avail- 
able for comparison, the case of a two-sublattice easy. 
axis antiferromagnet a t  zero temperature with easy-axis 
aligned parallel to the applied dc magnetic field lias been 
U d .  
The derivation of the RF susceptibilities, including 
loss, of a simple antiferromagnetic is well known, but 
complicated, because of the interaction of the two sub- 
lattices [23], [24]. The RF susceptibilities of an anti- 
ferromagnet are basically similar to those of a ferro- 
magnet. hInE'?, a well-studied antigerromagnet, is 
employed. 
Antiferromagnets, rather than ferrites, are t rea t4  
here for several reasons. Foremost is that the author was 
studying antiferroniagnctic resonance in hlnFt when 
this problem was suggcsted. Thus, experimental data 
was available. Atitiferrornagnets arc not so well-studied 
as fcrrites. but are in many ways simpler to analyze 
[22], [23] and at  lo\\- teniperaturcs, a t  least, have a 
rather simple resonance which can be compared wit11 the 
theoretical calculations. Although similar calculations 
and experiments on ferrites would be of real interest, 
the author lias been unable to undertake theni. The 
mathematicsi analysis is the same, except for suscepti- 
bility calculations which may be more difficult for fer- 
lit-. 
VI. RESULTS 
Use of these RF susceptibility values enables onc to 
compute the actual microwave field amplitudes and 
associated powers. In order to conform to the usual 
experimental situation, we take the incident wave to be 
For the case of a slab against a metal wall, we rom- 
pute. the reflected power. For the slab in empty wave- 
guide we compute the reflected, transmitted, and 3b- 
sorbed powers. Fig. 2 shows the power reflected from a 
slab of antiferromagnetic MnF2 against a metal wall as a 
function of applied field in the vicinity of the resonance. 
Fig. 3 shows the reflected, transmitted, and absorbed 
powers for a slab in open waveguide coniputed for an 
antiferromagnet. 
Analysis of these tlieoretical results shows that if the 
incident wave is purely TEu, only the first few higher 
order modes need be considered. Calculations including 
four modes gave essentially the same results as calcula- 
tions including ten modes. Analysis shows further that 
the mode content of the incident wave does not signifi- 
cantly affect the relative amounts of energy reflected 
and transmitted. The mode content does, of course, 
change. 
In order to check on the usefulness of this rather in- 
volved andysis, a calculation based on a plane-wave 
approximation to the probleni of a slab in empty \\-me- 
guide war, performed.' In Fig. 4, experimental measure- 
ments of the energy transmitted through a slab of anti- 
ferromagnetic hlnFt (251 are compared with both the 
exact solution treated previously and with the plane- 
wave ar>proximation. Both theoretical curves were fitted 
to the experimental data with the use of only one adjust- 
able parameter, the resonance linewidth. The magnitude 
of the drop in transmitted energy as the sample passes 
through resonance is not adjusted. The same values for 
x and ~t were used in both calculations. Fig. 1 siiows 
clearly tliat the results of the calculation presented in 
this piper are in much closer agrement with experi- 
mental data than are the results of the plane-wave 
approxiniatian. 
The experimental data shown in Fig. 4 was tnkctr \villi 
Irrtigituudirral iitagnetizatiort. i t  has h e n  foritid t11;q.t tile 
theoretical calculation precentd liere fits experimental 
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data on th in  3lnFz slabs cqu;dly iwll for both longitu- 
d i d  3nd transverse mngnetizations. Due to the fact 
that the niodes in  the sample arc quite different for tlic 
two caws [I 1, tliis is rntlier surprisiiiK mid 110 satisfac- 
tory explanation has h e n  offertd. X clirc to the resolu- 
tion of this issue is that the computed amplitudes of 
the higher order niodes generated a t  the interface are 
very small for MnFt. Further, the fact th;d the samples 
were very thin should mitigate the effect of any other 
types of modes. The solution to the same problem for 
longitudinal magnetization is forbiddingly difficult and 
has not been attempted. 
Gagd  [24] and others have discussed the existence 
of surface modes which rnight propagate through cracks 
left between the sample and the waveguide wall. In 
these experiments care, but not special care, \\'as taken 
to insure a good fit. The fact that the theoretical results 
fit experimental data rather well without assuming the 
existence of crack modes may be in conflict with GagnC's 
result. On the other hand, his measuremeuts were on 
ferrites which have much higher permeabilities than 
antiferromagnets and his samples had an electrical 
thickness of roughly one wavelength, rather than one- 
tenth wavelength used here. Extension of my calcula- 
tions and experiments [ZS] to thick samples (greater 
than one-half wavelength) shows-that very complicated 
dimersional resonances ocp*ir in thick samples, even 
without assuming the exibsence of crack modes. This 
work then, neither confirms nor denies such modes. 
In order to justify the technique presented here, some 
comments should be made cn mathematical difficdties. 
Discussions of the air-ferrite interface by Alittra and 
Lee [26] and their references are relevant here because 
the permeability tensor and, thus, the waveguide modes 
are the same for an antiferromagnet as for a ferrite. 
Jiittrr and Lee actually 'reat a substantially different 
probieni in that they invoke a quasi-static approxima- 
tion and do not include losses. The solut' ,,is presented 
here are exact. Only in the numerical analysis are ap- 
proximations used where the coefficient matrix is trun- 
cated at  finite order. Nonetheless, it is useful to con- 
sider possible homogeneous solutions to (10) or (24) and 
(25). The antisymmetric matrix formed b) the dfn,n+l 
increases without bound as n increases. Further, if the 
matiix is truncated for L odd, it is s..igular. I t  is con- 
venient tolook at  the semi-infinite case [17]. The qua- 
tion corresponding to (lo), (24), and (25) is 
where the T, are the transmitted amplitudes. If the 1, 
are all zero, a nontrivial solution will exist for the T, 
only if the coefficient determinant is zero. As an ex- 
ample, consider the case L- 1. Equation (2'Ij then &- 
cornea (all 1:s are ztro) 
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If Tt is to be zero, we must have 
I1 t Y l  
- + - - P O  
€ €  
which means either 1) [-+a or 2) g, t f T i  = 0. 
Cafe I :  
€ ( d a j ( d d  [r/wo~l' - 11.3 J 
lr t w - 4  ao. 
p' - E* 
1 + h l  = 0 Case 2: 
(28b) 
[w*pccoco - ( # T / U ] * ] l / '  'up0 
+ [W*P&ktt - ( ~ * / ~ r ) ] " * / W d 4 t t  0- 
If loss is not included in p and K, they are both real and 
it is clear that either (28a) or (28b) might hold. On the 
other hand, simple manipulation of (28a) and (28b) for 
,complexp and K shows that neither condition can hold. 
Similar analysis for larger values of L shows that no 
homogeneous solutions are possible so long as p and z 
are complex. The inclusion of loss then actually simpli- 
fies the problem, as well as introducing more physical 
significance. 
I t  is important to emphasize that the electrodynamic 
analyses presented here are valid for any material with 
the assumed properties. This fact is useful because sus- 
ceptibility calculations based on any model can be 
directly compared with experimental resultr, ::-re the 
analysis is independent of the model used for suscepti- 
bility calculations. Exact solutions typically allow ex- 
perimental data to be-fitted to theory, not only with 
more accuracy, but often with fewer adjustable param- 
eters. For example, Fig. 4 shows that the plane-wave 
solution gives the position and shape of the resonance 
rather well but tells little about the magnitude of the 
effects. The waveguide solution, however, also gives the 
magnitude. Typically, the susceptibilities of the mate- 
rial dcpend on several parameters which may require 
several different experinients or ofteii different t y p s  of 
experiments to determine. I f  one experimental nieasure- 
ment can yield additional inforniation about these 
parameters-even only one additional v a l u e a n  entire 
experiment might be avoided. The work involved in this 
rather complex tileoretical analysis wodd often be 
much less than that involvcd in such an experiment. 
In the past, many measurements of the microwave 
properties of magnetic materials have been made on 
very rrndii samples in microwave cavities because per- 
turbation theory calculations work fairly well for tliat 
case. The availability of these exact solutions for 
samples in a waveguide now offers the expeerinicntalist 
the alternative of n:.lking nieasurenients 011 relatively 
large samples i n  standard waveguide, and thus, avoiding 
the expcriiiirntiil ditlirultics asmiiited with very siiiall 
saiiiples and inkrowave cavities. lleasurcmcnt of pliase 
shift arid aimrption can be made niuch inore quickly 
and ensily by waveguide transniission or rcllectian tech- 
niques than by nicans of inemuring changes in cavity @ 
and resonant frequency. Experimental data can be 
matched to specific values of the R F  susccptibilities 
through the medium of a ct4rve f i t h g  computcr pro- 
gram based on the calculations described previously. 
Such values of the susceptibilities would lie useful in 
many device design calculations. This approach to the 
measurement of microwave properties of magnetic 
materials shsuld be especially useful for studies of fre- 
quency dependence and for measurements at milli- 
meter wavelengths. 
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